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Drone phantom 3 standard manual
Manual drone phantom 3 standard portugues pdf gratis. Manual drone phantom 3 standard português pdf grátis. Manual drone phantom 3 standard español.
2.7K Cameramera stabilized cardan joint takes 12MP still Photoswi-Fi Downlink for HD live viewgps for better stability and failsafeswith the 3-standard ghost, DJI introduces 2.7K ("UHD") acquisition of aerial video to the Phantom line. Its dedicated camera is mounted with a 3-axis motorized cardanic that stabilizes the movie and allows manual
tipping from a controller dial. The control signal operates on 5.8 GHz, more there is a 2.4 GHz Wi-Fi for downlink control control at 720p live and app-based using free Go DJI app. Thanks to a Wi-Fi Extender range, Wi-Fi has a range of 3280 'Line-of-Sight. GPS equipped, the ghost 3 Standard Sport The assisted flying features, such as the automatic
return home, which have become metallic points of the Phantom series. Thanks to redesigned, more efficient engines, flight times of up to 25 minutes are possible. Attention: read the instructions carefully to ensure the correct configuration before use. Failure to use this product responsible can lead to loss, damage or
injury.1Description2Performance3Intelligent Flight Control System4Gimbal-Stabilized 2.7K Camera5Dji Go App for remote and live operation Monitoring6Handheld Radio Controller (transmitter) 7Additional FeaturesDJI - introducing the ghost 3 StandardsWith The standard 3 ghost, DJI introduces 2.7K ("UHD") acquisition of aerial video to the
Phantom line. Its dedicated camera is mounted with a 3-axis motorized cardanic that stabilizes the movie and allows manual tipping from a controller dial. The control signal operates on 5.8 GHz, more there is a 2.4 GHz Wi-Fi for downlink control control at 720p live and app-based using free Go DJI app. Thanks to a Wi-Fi Extender range, Wi-Fi has a
range of 3280 'Line-of-Sight. GPS equipped, the ghost 3 Standard Sport The assisted flying features, such as the automatic return home, which have become metallic points of the Phantom series. Thanks to redesigned, more efficient engines, flight times of up to 25 minutes are possible. A ready-to-fly-quadcopter, the 3-standard ghost is pre-packaged
with the fundamental principles to get your initiate: a radio controller (transmitter), flight battery and charger, two series of stage objects, a cellphone clamp Device, the 8 GB memory card, and more. As all the multi-rotors will be, make sure to follow all the pre-flight calibration phases in order to guarantee the correct functioning of the navigation
system before hitting the skies.new engines introduced with the Phantom 3 standard feature higher performance than Tyoto the Their weight. Curved DJI electromagnets are used to run high engines, controllable speeds - all using magnetic force, without any physical contact, to increase DurabilityGPS integration enables greater stability and
provides a series of flying assisted and complete autopilot characteristics, such as home return, intelligent orientation control (ioc), eg point of interest enabled (then) gps lock.with, the ghost 3 will remind your takeoff point and automatically return to the pilot if the control signal is always lost.after take-off, Automatically blind yourself on the spot,
waiting for your command. And then change altitude or direction to the movement of a finger. When you want to stop, but stops again and hover, waiting for your next InstructionThe including video recording system with video recording up to 2.7K (UHD) the video in H.264 and also takes JPEG and RAW DNG photo a 12MP. Also, shoot Full HD 1080p
video up to 30 fps and 720p videos up to 60 fps. The video and photos are recorded at a MicroSD cardan suspension cardan stability provides stability by contrasting Unwanted as wind or vibration buffeting and also maintains the level of the horizon also like QuadCopter banks. A selector on the appliance (radio controller) transmitter allow you to
manually tilt the Camerathe camera offers a 94th angle view of the lens, which is a tight corner of a fisheye for less distortion despite being large enough to allow captured framing. The lens presents a / 2.8 f and composed composed 9 items, including an aspherical element Tie the iOS or Android mobile device to the standard Phantom 3 to view a live
feed from the camera, access the camera settings, enable waypoint navigation and more. The controller has an extensor of the 2.4 GHz Wi-Fi range and includes a clamp for holding a smartphone (support for mobile devices does not support tablets) Monitor a feeling of live video with low latency up to one Resolution up to 720p. The radio controller is
equipped with an extension of the 2.4 GHz Wi-Fi range that increases the range up to 3280.8 'Line-of-SweatThrough the app that you can frame your shot, take photos yet , photo and registration. It can also be used to access manual settings, such as shutter speed. Once recording is performed, you can use the video editor to create pop-ups ready for
the application sharinguse to view a live map that tracks your standard Phantom 3 as fly. You can also show flight telemetry (OSD), including speed, altitude and distance. Your course and telemetry can be registered for the evaluation or reminiscence back Homfull control is in your hands with a remote control specifically built for the standard
Phantom 3. Flight command for precise control connections, while a quadrant allows you to tilt the Camera to see more. Includes an integrated USB rechargeable battery, a clamp to keep your mobile device and a range extensor for operation from a maximum of 3280.8 "Away Note: USB power supply for charging available separately the flight
battery in the" queue " of phantom 3 and features and switch on / off plus four LED charging indicators visible during flight - so you can keep track of the residual flight time without the need to consult the app. To recharge, balance and power adjustment comes On internally managed inside the battery. Just connect it to a wall outlet with the supplied
power cord and you're in place. The battery is able to last up to 25 minutes, depending on Fly ConditionsDji CP.PT.000168 SpecsperformanceMaximum Speed52.5 fps / 16m / smaximum climb / descent Speedascent: 16.4 fps / 5 m / s descent: 9.8 fps / 3 m / smaximum altitude19685 / 6000 m above sea leveflight tomatup at 25 Minutes (depending on
the conditions) Flight control systems SystemNavigation systemsBuilt-in gpstransmitter frequency5.725 GHz at 5.825 ghzcommunication distant3280.8 '/ 1000 m (outdoor and unstopped, aerial altitude at 400 feet (120 m)) POWEREIRP Transmitter: 19 DBMWorking VOLTAGE600 MA A 3.7VBATTERY2600 MAH Lipocharging PORTMICRO-USB MOAD
HolderCompatibility Device: Smartphones Operating Temperature32 at 104 Â ° f / 0 to 40 Â ° Camerasensize: 1 / 2.3 "Resolution: 12 MP EffectiveLensAperture: F / 2.8 FOV: 94a Â ° focal length: 20 mm (equivalent to 35 mm) Items: 9 focus: 0 to a resolutionup photo at 12 MP (4000 x 3000) ISO RangeVideo: from 100 to 3200 Photo: from 100 to
1600shutter Speed8 to 1/8000 SecondsVideo ResolutionSuhd 2.7. K (2704 x 1520): 24p, 25p, 30p (29.97p) FHD (1920 x 1080): 24p, 25p, 30p HD (1280 x 720) 24p, 25p, 30p, 48p 50p, 60photo Modessingle Shot Burst Shooting: 3 , 5, 7 Frames Auto Exposure Bracketing (AEB): 3/5 Bracketed Bracketed Frames at 0.7 EV Bias Time-lapseBertaterateup at
40 MBP / FormatsPhoto: JPEG, DNG Video: MP4, MOV (MPEG-4 AVC) Registration MediaType : microSD / SCRD SDXC up to 64 GB Format: FAT32 / ExFAT Note: Class 10, UHS-1 or fastest card Rebancuating Temperature 32 to 104 Â ° f / 0 to 40 Â ° CgimbalnurnumBul Number of Axes3-Axis (pitch, Roll , YAW) Control range: -90 A + 30 Â ° range of
angular vibrations - Â ± 0.02 Â ° Video DownlinkInterFachewi-Fifrequency2.400 at 2.483 GHzTransmit Power27 at 3280.8 '/ 1000 m (outdoor and unstopped, altitude of the 400-foot aircraft (120 m)) resolution720p at 30 fps (depending on conditions and mobile) latency latency latency (depending on the conditions E Power100 WOERING
WOPERATING to 104 Â ° F / -10 to 40 Â ° CCHARCHERGERGERTAGE: 17.4 V POWER: 57 WMOBILE APFNAMEDJI GOSYSTEM IMSISTING SYSTEM APERTAMENTO: IOS 8.0 or later; Android 4.1.2 or lateriCommessios devices: iPhone 5s, iPhone 6, iPhone 6 Plus, iPhone 6S, iPhone 6S Plus, 6 iPod Touch, iPad Pro, iPad Air, iPad Air Wi-Fi + phone,
iPad mini 2, iPad mini 2 Wi-Fi + phone, iPad Air 2, iPad Air 2 Wi-Fi + cellular iPad Mini 3 and iPad Mini 3 Wi-Fi + phone. This app is optimized for iPhone 5s, iPhone 6, iPhone 6 Plus, iPhone and iPhone 6s 6s Plus Android: Samsung: 705c, S6, S5, Note4, Note3 Google Nexus: 9 7 II Huawei Ascend Mate 7 Mate 8 Nubia Z7 mini Sony: Xperia Z3 MI 3,
MI-Fi PADWi Gamma ExtenderFrequency2.4 GHz ISMEIRP100 mWGeneralOperating Temperature32 to 104 Â ° F / 0 to 40 Â ° CDimensionsDiagonal (including propellers): 23.2 "/ 590 mmWeightIncluding battery and Propellers: 2.7 lb / 1.2 kgPackaging Infopackage Weight8 .55 LBBox Dimensions (LXWXH) 15.4 x 13.9 x 8.9 "See any errors on this
page? Let us know recently objects seen what measures the drone, asked by Brian Whats in the box? Asked by: Nick The Phantom Series Aircraft Series is available with the aircraft and the camera, remote control, battery, battery charger, extra propellers +, cables and documents. Answered By: Joe S. Dji Date of experts Published: 26/08/2018
Guards Prop? Asked by: Anonymous Prop guards are not needed by most people, but they gave some beginners some necessary needed. Answered By: Joe S. Dji Date of experts Published: 08/26/2018 It says that could go up to 3280 feet, but when I realized that the highest setting was 500 meters, which is about half of this says? Asked by: L. Shimon
Shimon Hello. The transmission distance is 1000m (3280ft). The maximum altitude is 500 m (1640 feet). (Conceptually, many could define the transmission distance as the horizontal distance from the controller and the altitude as a vertical height). Thanks. Answered By: Ian Dji Dji date expert Published: 26/08/2018 The instructions are in Spanish?
Asked by: Anonymous Can I use my Mac Pro Witch has a beautiful screen I'm not going to make them pay a new Samsung Galaxy Android J36V? Asked by: Anonymous works with iPhone 5C? Asked by: Anonymous hello there. The iPhone 5c is not in the list of devices compatible with the Phantom 3 Standard. The Apple devices are compatible iPhone
5s, iPhone 6, iPhone 6 Plus, iPhone 6s, iPhone 6S Plus, 6 iPod Touch, iPad Pro, iPad Air, iPad Air Wi-Fi + phone, iPad mini 2, iPad mini 2 wi -Fi + phone, iPad Air 2, iPad Air 2 Wi-Fi + cellular iPad mini 3, iPad Mini 3 Wi-Fi + cellular mini iPad 4 and iPad mini Wi-Fi + 4 phone. (For more interests, Android compatible devices are the cards Samsung
705C, Samsung S6, Samsung S5, Samsung Note4, Samsung Note3, Google Nexus 9, Google Nexus 7 II, Ascend Mate7, Huawei Mate 8, Nubia ZPERIA Z3 Sony Xperia Z3 , MI and MI Pad 3. support for additional Android devices will become available as test and development continues.) Thank you. Answered By: Ian Dji Dji Date of experts Published:
08/26/2018 Will Big Balance works on iPhone5C? Asked by: Anonymous hello there. If you're asking if the standard Phantom 3 will work with the iPhone 5C, the phone model is not in the list of compatible devices. The Apple devices are compatible iPhone 5s, iPhone 6, iPhone 6 Plus, iPhone 6s, iPhone 6S Plus, 6 iPod Touch, iPad Pro, iPad Air, iPad Air
Wi-Fi + phone, iPad mini 2, iPad mini 2 wi -Fi + phone, iPad Air 2, iPad Air 2 Wi-Fi + cellular iPad mini 3, iPad Mini 3 Wi-Fi + cellular mini iPad 4 and iPad mini Wi-Fi + 4 phone. (For more interests, Android devices are compatible cards Samsung 705C, Samsung S6, S5 Samsung, Samsung Note4, Samsung Note3, Google Nexus 9, Google Nexus 7 II,
Mate7 Ascend, Huawei Mate 8, Nubia ZPERIA Z3, Sony Xperia , MI 3 and MI PAD. Support for further Android devices will become available as a continuous test and development.) Response from: Dji Ian DJI Expert expert date 2018-08-26 036 What are the measurements of the size of the drone are the following, diagonals (including propellers): 23.2
& quot; / 590 mm The aircraft Phantom 3 Series is available with aircraft and camera, remote control, battery, charger, propellers + extra, cables and documents. The prop guards are not necessary for many users, but have given some beginners some necessary in particular trust. He says he could go up to 3280 feet, however when I realized that the
highest setting was 500 meters that is about the one half of it, he says? Hi Shimon. The transmission distance is 1000m (3280ft). The maximum altitude is 500 m (1640 feet). (Conceptually, some could refer to the transmission distance as a horizontal distance from the controller and altitude as vertical height). Thanks. Are the instructions also in
Spanish? Yes, I can use my Mac Pro Witch has a nice screen, I'm not going to make you pay a new Android Galaxy J36V Samsung? Yes, you can use a Mac Pro but you need to buy a Adjionate Mac Pro support. Work with iPhone 5C? Hello. The iPhone 5C is not in the list of devices compatible with the standard Phantom 3. Apple compatible devices are
the iPhone 5S, iPhone 6, iPhone 6 Plus, iPhone 6S, iPhone 6S Plus, iPod Touch 6, iPad Pro, iPad Air, iPad Air Wi-Fi + mobile phone, iPad mini 2, iPad mini 2 wi -fi + mobile phone, iPad Air 2, iPad Air 2 Wi-Fi + mobile phone, iPad Mini 3, iPad Mini 3 Wi-Fi + mobile phone, iPad Mini 4 and iPad Mini 4 Wi-Fi + mobile phone. (For more interests, Android
compatible devices are Samsung 705C cards, Samsung S6, Samsung S5, Samsung Note4, Samsung Note3, Google Nexus 9, Google Nexus 7 II, Ascend Mate7, Huawei Mate 8, Nubia Zperia Z3, Sony Xperia Z3 , I 3 and Mi Pad. Support for Android devices will become available as a continuous test and development.) Thank you. Big Balance Works on
iPhone5C? Hello. If you are asking if the standard Phantom 3 will operate with the iPhone 5C, that phone model is not in the list of compatible devices. Apple compatible devices are the iPhone 5S, iPhone 6, iPhone 6 Plus, iPhone 6S, iPhone 6S Plus, iPod Touch 6, iPad Pro, iPad Air, iPad Air Wi-Fi + mobile phone, iPad Mini 2, iPad Mini 2 WI -Fi +
mobile phone, iPad Air 2, iPad Air 2 Wi-Fi + mobile phone, iPad Mini 3, iPad Mini 3 Wi-Fi + mobile phone, iPad Mini 4 and iPad Mini 4 Wi-Fi + mobile phone. (For more interests, Android compatible devices are Samsung 705C cards, Samsung S6, Samsung S5, Samsung Note4, Samsung Note3, Google Nexus 9, Google Nexus 7 II, Ascend Mate7,
Huawei Mate 8, Nubia Zperia Z3, Sony Xperia Z3 , MI 3 and MI PAD. Support for further Android devices will become available as tests and continuous development.) "}," Overview ": {" Long Description ": NULL," Note ": NULL," Articles ": [{" shortdescription ":" DJI Phantom 3 standard with 2.7K camera and 3-axis gimbal ","
HASTHIRDPARTYCONTENT ": false," UPC ": null," overview ": {" LongDescription ":" With the Phantom 3 Standard, DJI introduces 2.7 k (uhd ") aerial video acquisition to the phantom line. Its dedicated camera is mounted via a 3-axis motorized gimbal that stabilizes the movie and allows manual tipper from a dial on the controller. The control sign
works on 5.8 GHz, Plus is a 2.4 GHz Downlink Wi-Fi for 720p live video monitoring and app-based control using the free DJI free app. Thanks to a Wi-Fi Range Extender, Wi-Fi boasts a range of 3280's line-performing. GPS Equipped, the Standard Phantom 3 sportsman The assisted flight characteristics, such as the automatic return home, which have
become staples from the Phantom series. Thanks to redesigned, more efficient engines, flight times up to 25 minutes are possible. A quadcoperto ready-to-fly-fly-fly, the Phantom 3 standard is preassembled with the basis for Your startup: a radio controller (transmitter), flight battery and charger, two sets of stage objects, a mobile devices clamp, an 8
GB memory card and more. Like all multi-rotors, make sure you follow all pre-flight calibration measures to ensure proper operation of the del System before hitting the skies. "," Note ": null}," Features ": {" FeatureGroups ": [{" Title ":" Performance "," Features ": [{" Title ":" Redesigned Motors "," Description ":" The new ones Engines introduced
with the standard Phantom 3 are equipped with higher performance related to tyoto their weight. Curved DJI electromagnets are used to turn high and controllable speeds, all using magnetic force, without any physical contact, to increase the duration "," Note ": null}]}, {" Title ":" System of Intelligent flight control "," Features ": [{" title ":" GPSASSISTED AUTOPILOT SYSTEM "," Description ":" GPS integration allows greater stability and a series of complete and complete autopilot assisted functionalities, such as The return home, intelligent control of orientation (IOC) and the point of interest (then). "," Note ": null}, {" title ":" Back home "," Description ":" With GPS enabled, Phantom 3
will remember take takeoff point and automatically returns to the pilot if the control signal is ever lost. "," Note ": null}}, {Title": "Auto Hover", "Description": "After take-off, it automatically deals in position, waiting for your command. Then change odds or direction to the tap of a finger . When you want it to stop, it stops again and fouls, waiting for
your next education "," Note ": null}]}, {" title ":" 2.7K gimbal stabilized camera "," Features " : [{"Title": "Up to 2.7k video and 12MP Stills", "Description": "The included camera system is equipped with video recording in video up to 2.7K (UHD) in H.264 and also takes Photo Grue of JPEG and DNG at 12 MP. In addition, shoots Full HD video 1080p
to 30 fps and 720p video at a maximum of 60 fps. Videos and photos are recorded on a microSD card "," Note ": null}, {" Title ":" Integrated 3-axis gimbal "," Description ":" Gimbal provides stability by contrasting the unwanted movement such as the buffet or vibrations of the wind and also maintains the level of the horizon even as the banchs and
Quadcopter. A control dial on the transmitter (radio controller) allows you to manually tilt the camera "," Note ": null}, {" title ":" Angular lens of 94 Â ° "," Description ":" The camera is equipped with A 94 â € angular sight lens, which is a narrow corner of a fisheye for less distortions despite being large enough to allow capturing that they establish
shots. The objective has an opening f / 2.8 and is composed of 9 elements, including an aspherical element "," note ": null}]}, {" title ":" DJI Go app for remote operation and monitoring in Direct "," Features ": [{" Title ": NULL," Description ":" Tether Your Your ios or Android Mobile Device To The Phantom 3 Standard To view a live feed from the
camera, access the camera settings, enable the Waypoint navigation and more. The controller has an extensor of the 2.4 GHz Wi-Fi range and includes a clamp for holding a smartphone (including the support of the mobile device does not support tablets) "," Note ": null}, {" title ":" 720p video downlink "," Description ":" Monitor a feeling of live video
with low latency up to a resolution up to 720p. The radio controller is equipped with an integrated 2.4 GHz Wi-Fi range that increases the range up to 3280.8 "Vista Line", "Note": null}, {"title": " Remote Camera Operation "," Description ":" Through the app you can frame your shot, take photos, photos and record videos yet. It can also be used to
access manual settings, such as shutter speed. Once it is performed registration, you can use the video editor to create movies ready for sharing "," Note ": null}, {" title ":" Ground Station-Style Navigation "," Description ":" Use the app for A live map that keeps track of your standard Phantom 3 as flies. You can also show flight telemetry (OSD),
including speed, altitude and distance. Your course and telemetry can be registered for the evaluation or rear reminiscence at home "," Note ": null}]}, {" title ":" Handheld radio controller (transmitter) "," Features ": [{" Title ": Null," Description ":" The complete control is in your hands with a remote control specifically built for the standard
Phantom 3. Flight command for precise control connections, while a dial allows you to tilt the camera to see more. Includes an integrated USB rechargeable battery, a clamp to keep your mobile, mobile, An extensor of the range for operation from a maximum of 3280.8 'Away Note: USB Power Origery for charging available separately "," Note ":
null}]}, {" title ":" Additional functions "," Features ": [ {"Title": "Intelligent flight battery", "Description": "The flight battery slots in the" tail queue "Phantom 3 and the features and switch ON / OFF plus four LED charging indicators Which are visible during the flight - so you can keep track of remaining flight time without needing to consult the app.
To recharge, balance and adjustment of the power is managed internally inside the battery. Just connect it to a wall outlet with the supplied power cord and you're in place. The battery is able to last up to 25 minutes, depending on the flight conditions "," Note ": null}]}]," Note ": null}}]}," Specifications ": {" Note ": NULL, "Articles": [{"Short
Description": "DJI Phantom 3 standard with 2.7K camera and 3-axis gimbal", "UPC": null, "article": {"" ITEMKEY ": {" Skuno " : 1175626, "objects": "reg"}, "core": {"shortdescription": "Dji phantom 3 standard with 2.7K and 3-axis gimbal camera", "ITEMCODE": "DJP3S", "ManufacturerCatalogNumber" : "cp.pt.000168", "multipackcount": 1,
"multipacktext": "pieces", "isdownload": fake, "isbhkit": fake, "isjkit": false, "isgiftcard": false, "ismfrbuntingle" : False, "hemasessentialkits": false, "isused": false, "details": "/c/product/1175626-reg/dji_cp_pt_000668_phantom_3_standard_with.html", "bitlyurl": " , "Brandseriasmodel": "DJI Phantom 3"}}, "Groups": [{"Name": "Performance",
"Specifications": [{"Name": "Maximum speed", "value": "52.5 fps / 16 m / s "," Note ": null}, {" name ":" veil Maximum cytea climb / descent "," value ":" Ascent: 16.4 fps / 5 m / s descent: 9.8 fps / 3 m / s "," Note ": null}, {" nam and ":" maximum altitude "," Value ":" 19685 '/ 6000 m above sea level "," Note ": null}, {" name ":" flight time "," value ":"
up to 25 minutes (depending on the Conditions) "," Note ": null}]}, {" Name ":" Flight control system "," Specifications ": [{" Name ":" Navigation system "," Value ":" integrated GPS " , "Note": null}]}, {"Name": "Transmitter", "Specifications": [{"Name": "Frequency", "Value": "5.725 GHz at 5.825 GHz", "Note": NULL }, {"Name": "Communication
distance", "value": "3280.8 '/ 1000 m (outdoor and unstopped, altitude of the 400-foot aircraft (120 m))", "Note": null }, {"Name": "Power of the transmitter", "value": "EIRP: 19 DBM", "Note": null}, {"Name": "Work voltage", "value": "600 but a 3.7 V "," Note ": null}, {" name ":" battery "," value ":" 2600 mAh lipo "," note ": null}, {" name ":" po Ra
Recharge "," Value ":" Micro-USB "," Note ": null}, {" Name ":" Holder of the mobile device "," Value ":" Compatibility: Smartphone "," Note ": null} , {"Name": "Operating temperature", "value": "from 32 to 104 Â ° f / 0 to 40 Â ° C", "Note": null}]}, {"Name": "Camera" , "Specifications": [{"Name": "Sensor", "Value": "Size: 1 / 2.3" Resolution: 12 m P
effective "," Note ": null}, {" Name ":" Lens " , "Value": "Opening: f / 2.8 FOV: 94 Â ° focal focal length: 20 mm (35 mm equivalent) elements: 9 focus: 0 to Ã ¢ Å¾", "note": null}, {"name" : "Photo resolution", "value": "up to 12 MP (4000 x 3000)", "Note": null}, {"name": "ISO range", "value": "Video: 100 to 3200 photos : 100 to 1600 "," Note ": null}, {"
Name ":" Shutter speed "," value ":" 8 to 1/8000 seconds "," note ": null}, {" name ": "Video resolutions", "Value": "UHD 2.7K (2704 x 1520): 24p, 25p, 30p (29.97p) FHD (1920 x 1080): 24p, 25p, 30p HD (1280 x 720) 24p, 25p, 30p, 48p 50p, 60p "," Note ": null}, {" Name ":" Photographic mode "," Value ":" Single-shot burst shot: 3, 5, 7 Auto Exposure
Bracketing (AEB): Frames with parenthesis 3 / 5 to 0.7 EV Bias Time-Lapse "," Note ": {"Name": "Bitrate", "Value": "Up to 40 MBP / S", "Note": null}, {"Name": "File formats", "Value": "Photo: JPEG, DNG Video: MP4, MOV (MPEG-4 AVC) "," Note ": null}, {" Name ":" Media recording "," value ":" Type: MicroSD / SDXC card up to 64 GB Size: FAT32 /
Exfat Note: Class 10, UHS-1 or fastest required card "," Note ": null}, {" Name ":" Operating temperature "," value ":" from 32 to 104 Â ° f / 0 to 40 Â ° C "," Note ": null}]}, {" Name ":" gimbal "," Specifications ": [{" Name ":" Number of axes "," Value ":" 3xis (pitch, roll , Yaw) "," Note ": null}, {" name ":" control interval "," value ":" pitch: from -90 to
+ 30 Â ° "," note ": null}, {" name ":" Angular angular vibration Downlink "," Specifications ": [{" Name ":" Interface "," Value ":" Wi-Fi "," Note ": NULL}, {" Name ":" Frequency "," Value ":" 2.400 A 2.483 GHz "," Note ": null}, {" Name ":" Transmit Power "," Value ":" 27 DBM "," Note ": NULL}, {" Name ":" Gamma "," Value ": "Up to 3280.8" / 1000 m
(outdoor and unstopped, altitude of the 400 'feet (120 m) aircraft) "," Note ": null}, {" name ":" Resolution "," Value ":" 720p at 30 fps (depending on the conditions and the mobile device) "," Note ": null}, {" Name ":" latency "," value ":" Low latency (depending on the conditions and of the Mobile device) "," Note ": null}]}, {" Name ":" Motor ","
Specifications ": [{" Name ":" Type "," Value ":" Brushless "," Note ": NULL }, {"Name": "Work temperature" "Value": "from 23 to 104 Â ° F / -5 to 40 Â ° C", "Note": null}, {"name": "weight", "Value": "1.9 oz / 55 g", "note": null}]}, {"name": "flight battery", "specifications": [{"name": "chemistry", "value": "Lithium-polymer (Lipo)", "Note": n Ull},
{"name": "capacity", "value": "4480 mAh", "note": null}, {"name": "wattage", "value": "68 WH", "note": Null}, {"name": "configuration", "value": "4s", "note": null}, {"name": "voltage", "value": "15.2 v", "note": null }, {"Name": "weight", "value": "12.9 oz / 365 g", "note": null}, {"name": "maximum power charge", "value": "100 w", "Note": null},
{"name": "Operating temperature", "value": "14 to 104 Â ° f / -10 to 40 Â ° C", "Note": null}, {"name" : "Chargers", "Value": "Voltage: 17.4 V Power: 57 W", "Note": null}]}, {"Name": "Mobile App", "Specifications": [{"Name": " Name "," value ":" dji go "," note ": null}, {" name ":" system requirements "," value ":" operating system: iOS 8.0 or later;
Android 4.1.2 or later "," Note ": null}, {" Name ":" Recommended devices "," value ":" iOS: iphone 5s, iphone 6, iphone 6 plus, iphone 6s, iphone 6s plus, ipod Touch 6, iPad Pro, iPad Air, iPad Air Wi-Fi + Mobile, iPad Mini 2, iPad Mini 2 Wi-Fi + Mobile, iPad Air 2, iPad Air 2 Wi-Fi + Mobile, iPad Mini 3 and iPad Mini 3 Wifi! + Mobile phone. This app is
optimized for iPhone 5S, iPhone 6, iPhone 6 Plus, iPhone 6S and iPhone 6S Plus Android: Samsung: 705C, S6, S5, Note4, Note3 Google Nexus: 9, 7 II Ascend Mate 7 Huawei Mate 8 Nubia Z7 Mini Sony: Xperia Z3 Mi 3, Mi Pad "," Note ": null}]}, {" Name ":" Wi-fi Range Extender "," Specifications ": [{" Name ":" Frequency "," Value ":" 2.4 GHz ISM ","
Note ": null}, {" name ":" EIRP "," value ":" 100 mW "," Note ": null}]}, {" name ":" General "," Specifications ": [{" Name ":" Operating temperature "," Value ":" from 32 to 104 Â ° F / 0 to 40 Â ° C "," Note ": null}, {" name ":" Dimensions "," value ":" Diagonal (including propellers): 23.2 / 590 mm "," Note ": null}, {" name ":" weight "," value ":"
including drums and propellers : 2.7 pounds / 1.2 kg "," Note ": null}]}, {" Name ":" Packaging information "," Specifications ": [{" Name ":" Weight of the package "," Value ":" 8.55 lb "," note ": null}, {" name ":" box size (lxwxh) "," value ":" 15.4 x 13.9 x 8.9 "," note ": null}] }], "Note": null}]}, "bu ndleinfo ": null," flags ": {" showphonecompatibilità ":
false," showqueckcomare ": false," showrobotsmetatag ": false," showcallbacklink ": false," d isableviews ": false", disablewriteeareview ": false}," recensionistats ": {" Reviewount ": 588," ReviewWrating ": 4.5}," Promotions ": {" Rewards ": null}," badge ": null," storeinfo ": {" onstoredisplay ":" no "," availableforstorepurchase " : false,
"storepickupmessagetype": "not_available", "starpickupupmessageage": "no_message", "shouldhowstoreinfo": false, "shouldshowsdoreaddress": false, "etemsinkitonstredisplay": [] "promoterepickup": false, "showojfschedulechange": true}, "Spedizionisinfo": {"Catalog": {"ShippingDiscount": null}, "Cutoff": {"Cutoff": 1631228400810}, "Shiptime":
null, "shiptimememagetype": "no_message", "shiptimelongmessagage": "no_message" , "ShippingimessageType": "no_message", "No_message", "shippinglongmessageetype": "no_message", "promotionalshippinglongmessageType": "no_message"} "featietinfo": null, "compatiblemodels": [], "notesinfo": {"restrictiveotes": [], "generalnotes": [ "Warning:
Carefully read the instructions to ensure the correct configuration before use. Failure to use this product can lead to loss, damage OO
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